
Meet  the  Facilitators

Roshan Bliss is an accomplished community organizer, anti-oppression

trainer, facilitator, and mediator with a passion for empowering young people

and a serious commitment to social change. Roshan’s training and consulting

work is infused with the insights and perspective he has gained from over a

decade as an active participant in social justice struggles, from the

international student movement to Denver's manifestations of the Occupy

Wall Street and the Movement for Black Lives. His work focuses on supporting

efforts to center racial and gender equity, build democratic communities, and

take strategic action. Roshan is invested in helping change makers shift how

we think about and enact justice and in building practices that will help us

walk the difficult, messy path to a transformed world. Roshan’s graduate

studies in conflict resolution at the University of Denver focused on civic

theory, participatory democracy, and collaborative governance, and his

undergraduate work was in philosophy and religion at Purdue University. He’s

proud to have lived and worked in Denver for almost 10 years and to work

every day with youth who are organizing for a better future.

Shayla Monterio

Shayla Monterio, is the creative cultural alchemist, the called artist, and the healer,

committed to our wholeness and liberation. She is committed to creating ceremonial

spaces for the present and coming generations to conjure collective creation and

imagination, compassionate body sovereignty, and reclamation of voice and purpose,

in and through the arts. While growing up in predominantly white spaces, amist both

her parents being caged, Monteiro was raised by a ecosystem of resilient and

resourceful women, men, and queer folk, who have guided her through survival and

beyond survival. Monteiro’s work is art and her art is influenced by (and is not limited

to) the lived experiences of  love, the womb to prison pipeline, sexual trauma,

intergenerational disenfranchisement, healing, and  international living in Nicaragua,

Ghana, and India. Presently Monteiro is studying under the Satya Yoga Cooperative’s

Yoga Immersion and Teacher Training for People of  Color, 2019. She believes our

bodies are archives, carrying intergenerational wisdom, trauma, stories, histories, and

truths that need intentional space to be unraveled and decolonized of the residual

debris of normalized colonization, white supremacy, patriarchal masculinity, cultural

appropriation (to name some) and integrated into our embodied practices of collective

wholeness and liberation. She seeks to integrate the knowledge and wisdom of yoga

into her art and ceremony with our communities.

In unlearning legacies of silence, Erin has discovered capacity for

depth in relationships, communication, and change. This lens

supports Erin’s anti-oppression work as an art therapist, educator,

and group facilitator. Erin is thoughtful in making uncomfortable

truths clear, accessible and heartfelt. She facilitates space to

encourage people to do the same. Her offerings as a facilitator are

informed by being in (ongoing) relationship with her privileged

identities as a cisgender, white, documented person navigating

queerness and parenting. She sees multiple necessary steps leading

us closer to collective liberation, one being white people

identifying their stake and role in anti-racism. Erin uses art making

in community as a conduit for listening and transformation. In

recent years, she has been a trauma-informed therapist supporting

families impacted by interpersonal and systemic violence, and a

grad school professor training art therapy students to examine

social location when addressing mental health.

At a young age, Brenda moved from Mexico to India with her family. 

At the age of 11, she and her parents relocated to South Carolina

when Brenda was eleven. There, confronted with the forces of

American assimilation, Brenda began developing her passion for

social justice and advocacy. Brenda ultimately pursued an

interdisciplinary degree at Hampshire College in Amherst,

Massachusetts. During her time at Hampshire, she studied how

social and political systems delineate and silence marginalized

communities. Her commitment to anti-oppression and community

informed engagement, Brenda founded In.Visible Paradigms in

2018 with the goal for White individuals to critically understand their

role in the movement. In her work at In.Visible Paradigms, Brenda

pulls from her personal, professional, and academic experiences to

facilitate these conversations.
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